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About This Game

The sequel to the widely popular Restaurant Empire game takes you further into the depths and delights of the culinary universe
than ever before.

Take part in an exciting world where the customers are fickle and the bounty in your cash register changes as quickly as their
tastes. With two handfuls of cash and a dream of stamping a legacy, build, cook and hire your way to the very top of the

gastronomic biz, where tasty food is king and smart management reels in the cash. And if you're lucky, you just may go further
than any other before you and cement your status as a true legend of cuisine...

Key features:

A brand-new 16-mission campaign that gives us a look at the ongoing story of the Leboufs, as they try to tiptoe through
the minefield of marriage and the unique circumstances of professional success.

A superior graphics engine brings to life the cities, characters and restaurants that populate the world of cuisine using
advanced techniques such as real-time reflections to give unprecedented realism. Food has never looked so good.

Two new enterprise categories: Coffee Shop and Dessert House that complements the existing Restaurant enterprise;
with each category having over 130 unique delicacies, beverages and recipes to choose from.

New themed restaurants ranging from the aquatic deep, exotic rainforest and motor racing takes the idea of "themes" to
unprecedented heights. You've never seen restaurants looking this amazing before.
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Over 700 new interior objects, bringing the total number to 1400. There is more variety and fun than ever before in
setting up, decorating and managing your very own restaurant.

Introducing the new German cuisine category of restaurants complimenting the existing foods and architectures of the
French, Italians and Americans. Over 600 total recipes.

Munich, in addition to the triumvirate of Paris, Los Angeles and Rome is now yours to select as a destination to set up
shop and expand your burgeoning business.

Hire live performers to perk up your restaurant's atmosphere, varying from concert soloists to rock bands and indoor
circus performers, and set up their scheduled stints to entertain your valued guests at the right time of day.

With the new Recipe Research feature you can now actively invest into improving the quality of your food as well as
gain invaluable knowledge in the formulation of new delicious recipes.

And finally, Armand awaits for you with a secret mini-game inside.
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Title: Restaurant Empire II
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Enlight Software Limited
Publisher:
Enlight Software Limited
Release Date: 27 May, 2009

 a09c17d780 

English,French
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A movie I'd happily reccomend after having seen Jigsaw. Personally I liked Jigsaw a bit more, but I had already seen the ending
of the original Saw so that surely made the experience worse. Watch it either if you don't already know how it ends or if you're
looking to get into the Saw series.. Finished in 2 hours.

The game is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 clone of Hotline Miami and GTA(?) Most of the gameplay is like hotline
miami, you have a level filled with guys and you must kill them. Problem is this is all bad. Gunplay is bad, there are so few guns,
you die easily, but when you discover right mouse click then you can shoot them out of their range. AI is stupid just running
towards you, even melee guys. Checkpoint system is present but sometimes at 25% level, though why even then bbother with it.

Between missions you must travel to the next mission, which is the GTA part of the game. Well cars are even worse than AI.
Cars are slow, the city is boring. The pedestrians are just static. Police does not hinder you any way. So on on.

For me, it's really hard to recommend this game, unless you want to play knock off version of hotline miami which is in every
way better.. Mystery of Neuschwanstein is a classic Hidden Object Scenes game, with casual puzzles and mini-games.
The plot isn't very exciting, nor sophisticated, as most games of the genre. At least it's not full of monsters, beasts or other
unrealistic creatures and fantastic events. And it refers to real historical figures (mainly Ludwig II of Bavaria who
commissioned the construction of the splendid Neuschwanstein castle) and some true facts about them, which is a good
informative and educational attempt.
Even though most unlikely, the events of the story remain credible. The storyline and the characters are pleasant enough to
peacefully travel from mini-games to HOS and kill several hours of time till the end of the game.
Some HOS may require you to use some of your inventory items, which adds something to a classic HOS.
Achievements unlock easily and can be obtained with a unique playthrough.
The voice acting (English version) is fine by me. All the documents you're supposed to read can be listened to by clicking on
them, which is nice if you're playing after a hard day's work or if you're lazy when it comes to reading.
I regretted the lack of music. Well, there was some but it was either very slow, somewhat sad and almost unnoticeable or either
too loud (action cutscenes).
You can skip all cutscenes and dialogues. Important facts are still available in your phone and no achievement depends on
watching them.
I wouldn't recommend it at full price because as most games of the genre it has a low replayability value and this one is quite
short to finish (don't take my shown hours of playing time into consideration : I've let the game running on the start menu for
hours while i was at something else and it took me 3 playthrough to write some guides since I had forgotten to take screenshots
etc..).

On sale it's a good acquisition.. Still waiting for English translation and ingame tutorials but the idea is wonderful. it seems this
engine is dead ,wasted my money dont buy. GooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooD game
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

more level !!!!!!please! please! please??? please!!!!. Very neat industrial crafting game. I'm a big fan of these. However it is not
Factorio or Enterprise.
The conveyor belts do not queue items, everything is felling off and you have a mess.
Machines are producing items regardless if there is output space or not, again, mess on the floor.
You have to use barriers to avoid all that. Really?
The game is very short and there is not enough options to automate production lines, like pack it and despatch to sell.
I will not request a refund because I believe the game has a potential, hovewer the price is a bit high for what it offers.
At the curent stage, not recommended.. it is a very good simulator and feels very realistic, i would like to see ( if possible) more
optimization as i can run the simulator but the frames seem to be all over the place at times as my pc is low end. Also as being a
very experienced Rc plane pilot that has flown aerobatics in shows, it seems that the planes are not very realistic but i the helis
are amazing. in all i love this sim and love the the support off the developers.. Damn Amazing! 20\/10 IS AMAZING I LUV IT,
I LUV IT
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perfect style. Bought it knowing about risk and it was true. Waiting for work under Photon\/Linux. Although it's nothing like
real life cracking, Hacker Evolution is pretty fun. It's definitly not for everyone, but anyone who's comfortable with Linux and
likes solving puzzles will love this game.

9\/10 Soundtrack

7\/10 Visual (Display resolutions are hardcoded.)

8\/10 Gameplay (Difficulty ramps up fast.). \udb40\udc21. An awesome unit that adds a lot to the game and the playstyle of the
factions that can use it. Worth the money.. I only recently started reading about this and it honestly pushed all the buttons that
make me want to buy and enjoy a game. I purchased it yesterday and played it for a while - but after closing in on the eligibility
time threshold, I refunded it.

I enjoyed the more or less unique blend of castlevania and souls, the atmosphere, the music, the presentation and even the
clunky combat and control scheme. The controls not directly leverage muscle memory from similar games and require you to
want to learn them and get beyond the frustration of dying multiple times in situations you exactly knew how to react correctly,
but your instincts caused you to pull the wrong moves.

What turned me off in the end comes down to a single element: The rogue-like feature of complete inventory loss on death. I
understand the design goal behind that, but it is just too much of a loss of progression every single time in a type of game, where
frequently dying is part of the concept. In the FROM software titles, this works, since lost souls can fully be regained by just
playing again. Not so in this game. There are some random pick-ups that range from very powerful to almost not useful, and
your equipment has gameplay defining influence. Where in the Souls games when you find a powerful new weapon and die
shortly afterwards, you get to use it during your next try and feel progression even in death. Here, you fall back to the mediocre
smith inventory you gradually improve, but which never seems up to snuff with the items found in the current area of the game.
Example: In one run I had a rune that basically doubled my damage output when it activated, a +1 health booster, and strong 1H
axe I could use with my shield. I died shortly after because an enemy pushed me into a spike trap while I blocked. No issue with
that, I learned, that this can happen. But at what cost: Back to rusty sword and no rune again. Too much loss turning into not fun
for the likes of me.

Maybe, you get used to it or the impact of this mechanic is not as bad as I feared judging from the first two hours of the game.
But I imagined how frustrating this might get, if you start hitting more serious boss challenges. I expect to die on the first try
with lovely powerful equipment and for the next runs, I have either to farm for a chance to get everything back or try with bad
gear. At this point, 20 euros seemed just too much to risk finding out and draining down the toilet for a game, I potentially play
for just an hour longer before I stop for good.

Bottom line: If there'd be a game mode, where you can select between death penalty to be either the purple points you gathered
("souls"?) or your equipment, then I think this would fix it for me.

Maybe when this is on sale, I'll give it another try. But not at this price point. A real shame!. If it were free, I would recommend
it, but it is not. I bought it for 30 while it was on sale, so I found that to be money well spent. However, when the price is 80 US
dollars, making it only 10 dollars away from something as powerful as 3D Coat, which does modeling like magic and mixes in
sculpting and among other things. It is very very hard to recommend this relic to anyone when for 10, 20 or 30 dollars more you
get much much more useful software like Modo Indie or Substance Painter. This was an astounding and flexible piece of
software 5 years ago, that\u2019s for sure. Now? It's old, it's buggy and overpriced.. It's a fun, relaxing game with challenging
scenarios and lots of customization options. I think it has a good balance of management challenges and creativity in scenarios.

Love building custom coasters and decorating parks in scenarios. I have never played another rollercoaster building game so
can't compare it to planet coaster of RCT series.
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